
Index

admiration, 64, 65, 125, 129
aesthetic of pure practical reason, 74
agreeableness, 20ff., 50–1

feelings of distinguished only by
intensity and duration not by causes
or objects, 21ff.

amazement, 64, 124
analytic, 13

order of in critique of practical reason,
13, 37, 73–5

of theoretical reason, 73
Anaxagoras, 113
ancients, the, 22, 54

on the highest good, 54, 90ff., 102;
understood philosophy as doctrine
of wisdom, 88

see also Epicurus, the Stoics
anthropomorphism, 109
antinomy

of practical reason: 92–7; resolved
through distinction between
appearances and things-in-
themselves, 93ff.

of speculative reason: 3, 10, 27, 84–5,
87, 92–3

appearances, 5, 26, 27, 40, 42, 46, 77ff., 87, 93
archetypal world, 38
Aristotle, 103n
arrogance, 61, 71
author of nature, seeGod as moral author of

nature
automaton

materiale and spirituale, 79; thinking
automaton, 82

autonomy, 30, 33, 35, 37, 72, 89, 101, 104, 106
autonomy of will as sole principle of

morality, 30; supersensible nature
as nature under autonomy of pure
practical reason, 38

beatitude, 96, 100n, 104
beauty, 128
benevolence, 68

toward oneself, 61
Boleyn, Anne, 124

catechism, moral, 123
categories

of freedom (of practical reason): 9n,
55ff.; Table of, 56; as modi of
category of causality
(of freedom), 55; contrasted with
categories of nature
(understanding), 56

of the understanding: 5, 55, 57–8, 84ff.,
109ff., 113; reality of applied to
noumena denied in theoretical but
affirmed in practical cognition, 5–6;
used for thought (but not
knowledge) of objects beyond
experience, 42ff., 46ff.

causa noumenon, 43, 47
causality

concept (or category) of: 3, 42ff, 44ff.,
84; and law, 73; union of causality as
freedom with causality as natural
mechanism in the human being, 5n

free causality (causality as freedom,
intellectual causality): 5, 5n, 13,
47ff., 55, 61, 73, 76–7, 85; as
empirically unconditioned
causality of will, 13, 48ff.; concept
of determined by moral law, 41–3,
employed for practical purposes
but not theoretically determined,
43, 46–7; cf. 76, 85; applied
to things-in-themselves,
77–8, 85

see also freedom
natural causality: 5n, 77ff., 92ff., 114;

Hume’s analysis of, 10–11, 44ff.;
law of natural causality, 26, 37, 42,
58, 78ff.; psychological causality,
78–9

chance, 77
character, 122; as phenomenon, 79,

80–81
Charles V, 25
chemical experiment compared to moral,

75–6, 130
Cheselden, 10
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Christianity, 100n, 103ff., 103n
doctrine of morals and concept of

highest good in, 103–4
cognition

a priori cognition and reason: 9;
cognition through concepts without
construction of them, 75

practical: 5, 17, 27, 28, 49, 55, 84, 85; has
to do with determining ground of
will, 17, or possibility of willing
action, 49

theoretical: 4, 5, 17, 37, 43, 46ff., 113;
not extended by assumption of free
causality, 41–3, 46–8, cf. 85; not
extended by practical postulates,
4–5, 106–7, 108–10, whose objects
not given in intuition, 108–9, not
theoretically determinable, 109,
have no theoretical use, 108ff.

commission, category of, 56
conscience, 80
consciousness

intelligible consciousness of existence, 80
pure and empirical, 5n
unity of, 54–5
unity of consciousness of practical

reason, 55
contentment [Zufriedenheit], 35, 93–4, 102

as negative satisfaction with one’s
existence and mastery over
inclinations, 95; presupposes
virtuous disposition, 35, 93–4

see also self-satisfaction
[Selbstzufriedenheit]

counsel vs. laws, 24; cf. 32
see also precepts

creation, concept of, 83
critique of practical reason, 3, 5–6, 12–13,

73–4, 97–8
task of, 3, 7, 12–13, 74–5; first question

is whether reason alone can
determine will, 12; system of
critique vs. system of science, 7;
paradox of method in, 53–4, cf.
49–50

critique of pure reason, 6, 12
Critique of Pure Reason, 5, 8, 12, 37, 39, 42,

43, 45ff., 79, 83, 86, 87, 113, 117
Crusius, 36
Cynics, 103

deduction, defined: 40
of fundamental principle of pure

practical reason, 37–43, 76; reality
of moral law not provable through

deduction, 41; moral law provides
deduction of freedom, 41

of the categories of the understanding,
46, 113

of highest good, 92, 102
desire, faculty of [Begehrungsvermögen],

definition: 7n; 47, 49ff., 60, 94
matter of, 19; lower vs. higher, 20–2; no

higher faculty of desire unless pure
reason is practical, 22

dialectic, 13
of theoretical reason, 84, 87

dignity, 60, 71–2, 122
of moral law, 118

dogmatism, 8n, 83
duty, 7, 29, 67–8

determination of human duties
presupposes knowledge of the
human being, 7; categories of duty
and contrary to duty, 9n, 56; of
perfect and imperfect duty, 56, cf.
126, 127; in conformity with vs.
from duty, 67, 95, 118; as relation of
finite rational beings to moral law,
68, 70; fulfilling duty gladly, 69;
sublimity of, 71, 72–3; contrasted
with merit, 123–4, 125, 126–7; duty
to promote happiness of others, 31,
indirect to promote own happiness,
76, to oneself, 126, to promote
highest good, 101, 104, 115n

ectypal world, 38
elucidation, critical (of a science), 73
empiricism, 44ff.

concept of freedom the stumbling block
of, 6; system of universal
empiricism, 10–11; and skepticism,
10, 44ff.; empiricism of practical
reason, 59; superficiality of, 77

end [Zweck]
end-in-itself, 72, 89
final end of creation, 106
higher end of human beings, 52 (see also

vocation of human beings); order of
ends, 106

whole of all ends, 71
see also purposiveness

enthusiasm, 60, 69–70, 130
moral enthusiasm, 71

Epicurus, 22, 36, 93–4, 97, 113
Epicurean doctrine of happiness, 36,

94, 102
Epicureans, 73, 103n, on the highest

good, 91ff.
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esteem for moral law, 65ff
evil [das Bose]

necessary object of aversion in
accordance with judgment of
reason, 49, 50, 51; distinguished
from disagreeable, 49-50, 51, from
ill-being [das Übel], 51

see also the good
example

person as example of the moral law,
64–5, 67n; cf. 88; motivating force
of (as models), 126, 129-30

exception, category of, 56
experience, 9, 32, 44, 57, 59

possibility of, 37, 39, 40, 44ff.
exposition of moral law, 40

fact of reason [Faktum der Vernunft], 5, 27,
28–9, 37–8

moral law given as it were as a fact of
reason, 41, 47, 75, 85

faculty of desire, see desire, faculty of
faith, rational, see rational belief

[Vernunftglaube]
fanaticism, 109
fatalism, 80, 82
fear, 62, 64, 104, 118
feeling, 20, 60, 62ff., 74, 125

inclination and sensible impulse based
on feeling, 61; respect as effect of
moral law on feeling, 61–3, 65–6;
pathological vs. practical, 63, 66, 67

Fontenelle, 64
forbidden, category of defined: 9n, 56
form of intuition, 11n
form of a law, 22, 23, 25, 26, 28, 30–1, 57

of lawfulness [Gesetzmäßigkeit], 23, 59;
of universal law-giving [allgemeine
Gesetzgebung], 24, 25, 26, 30, 31, 37,
54, 62, 88; lawful [gesetzlich] form,
52; form of law as determining
ground of a free will, 26; subjective
form of principles and objective
form of a law, 28; form of law
must be ground for adopting
matter, 31

formal principle (of pure practical reason),
20, 35–7, 54, 55

formula, 7n
new formula of morality, 7, 7n

Francis I, 25
freedom

psychological: as determination
by representations, 6, 77,
78–9

or comparative, as determination by
inner causes, 78ff., 82; freedom of
the turnspit, 79

transcendental: 3, 26, 30, 41–2, 71, 79;
negative concept of, as
independence from natural
causality, 26, from matter of choice,
30, from everything empirical and
nature generally, 79; cf. 71, 95–6,
inner freedom, 128; positive concept
of, as lawgiving or autonomy of pure
practical reason, 30, as the moral
law, 41–2; cf. 71–2, 85; as
problematic concept, 3, 6, 27, 42,
85; reality established by moral law,
3–4, 27, deduction of by moral law,
41; freedom and moral law
reciprocally imply each other, 26–7,
cf. 28, 76; transcendental freedom a
condition (ratio essendi) of the moral
law, 4n, 79; objective, though
practical reality of, 5, 42–3,
theoretically indeterminable, 41–2,
46ff., 107, no theoretical insight
into, 76–7; how consistent with
natural necessity, 41ff., 77–81,
92–3; consistent with creation, 82ff;
as keystone of system of pure reason,
3ff., indispensable, 6, stumbling
block of empiricists, 6, providing
extension into the supersensible,
84ff.; idea of an absolute spontaneity,
42, 80; as regulative principle of
reason, 42; autonomy of, 72; rational
concept of, 84; categories of, 55–6;
as postulate, 106–7, 114, cf. 76–7

practical freedom: independence of will
from everything but moral law, 76

see also, causality, free; will, free
future life, 52

God, 36, 82, 100–3, 105–7, 105n, 112, 126
as supreme perfection in substance, 36;

independent of temporal
conditions, 82–3; postulate of
existence of God, 4, 100–2, 106, as
moral author of nature, 93, 101, 103,
104, 116–7; not a condition of moral
law but of possibility of highest
good, 4, 101; concept of belongs to
morals not physics, 111–2, not
determined theoretically but by
moral law, 112; final end of in
creating world, 105; theological
concept of, 107
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good, 7, 49–57, 74
as object of practical reason, 49; first

defined in terms of moral law, 7,
53–4; as necessary object of desire in
accordance with judgment of
reason, 49, 51, in judgment of all
reasonable agents, 51, judgments of
universally communicable, 50; good
in itself vs. good as a means
(mediately) 50, 53; distinguished
from agreeable, 49ff, from useful,
50, from well-being, 51; properly
applies only to way of acting or
agent, 51; good will as supreme
condition of all good, 53; idea of
morally good as supersensible, 57

see also highest good
Gospel, law of, 68ff., 71, 103n
Greeks, see the ancients, Epicureans, Stoicism
Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals, 7

happiness, 20, 23–24, 32, 52, 61, 100
as consciousness of agreeableness of life

as a whole, 20; as satisfaction of
system of inclinations, 61, 117; cf.
100; principle of, 19–20, 22, 31,
68n, 75ff.; conflict with principle of
morality, 31ff., 75–6; distinction
between happiness and morality
does not imply opposition, 76; no
requirement to renounce claims to
happiness, 76 (cf. 52); as general
name for subjective determining
grounds of choice, 23; necessarily
desired by all finite rational beings,
23; universality of desire for not a
ground of practical laws, 25 (cf.
23–4); law to promote happiness of
others, 31; no universal rules of
happiness, 32–3

as component of highest good, 89ff.,
100; proportionality of happiness
and virtue, 89–90, 96–7, 100–1,
103–5, 116; cf. 52

harmony
of cognitive powers, 127–8
of ends not produced by desire for

happiness, 25
of nature and morality, 103, 116

Henry VIII, 124
heteronomy of choice, 30, 33, 89, 104

as existence of rational beings under
natural laws, 38; previous (material)
moral principles lead to
heteronomy, 36–37, 54

highest good,
a priori object (necessary) of the morally

determined will, 4, 92, 93, 98, 101,
108; as unconditioned totality of
object of pure practical reason,
87–8, 89, 96, to be produced
through freedom, 92; cf. 38; the
ancients on, 54, 90ff.; ambiguity in
concept of: supreme vs. complete
good, 89ff., 96; in a person vs. in a
world, 90; virtue and happiness as
two heterogeneous components of,
89–92, 100–1; requires necessary
connection between happiness and
virtue, 92, 96–7; happiness in
proportion to virtue as second
component of, 96–7, 100, 104, 116,
not attainable in nature, 92, 96,
100–1, 116; impossibility of would
imply falsity of moral law, 92; duty
to promote, 96, 101, 104, 115n;
practical possibility of, 91–2, 93,
96–7, 114–5, 116; and immortality,
98–100; and existence of God,
100–1, 114, 116–7

possibility of thinkable by our reason
only by assuming intelligent cause
of universe, 101, due to subjective
condition of human reason, 116–7

holiness
ideal of: 9n, 29, 69ff., 99, 100n, 103n, 103,

106, 126, as complete conformity to
moral law, 68ff., 98-9, unending
progress toward, 99-100, 100n, 102,
103; of God, 105n, 126; of humanity
in our person, 72, 106; of the moral
law (duty), 72, 99, 127

hope, 62, 103n, 104, 118; of deserved
happiness, 104ff.

Horace, 5n
humanity, 60, 72ff., 106, 124n, 126

as end-in-itself, 72, 106; as subject of
moral law, 100

Hume, 10, 44–5, 47, 48
Hume’s analysis of causality, 10–11,

44–5
humiliation, 62ff., 64, 65ff., 70
humility, 103
Hutcheson, 36
hypothesis, 102, 114; of rational cause

of universe, 112, 113

ideas, defined: 103n, 109
cosmological: 41, 107
of freedom: 41ff., 84ff.
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of the good: 50n
moral ideas: 9n, 29, 100n, 103n, 103–4
of speculative reason: 3–4, 5, 41–2,

84ff., 106–7, 108–9, 110;
transcendent for theoretical reason,
immanent for practical reason,
106–7, 109; given objective reality
by practical reason, 107ff.

regulative and constitutive, 109
transcendental ideal, 107

imagination, transcendental, 58.
immanent, see transcendent
immortality

as idea of speculative reason, 3–4;
106–7, 110

as postulate of pure practical reason, 4,
98–100, 106-7

imperatives, defined: 18
categorical vs. hypothetical, 18
categorical, 28, 29–30, 37
problematic, assertoric and apodictic, 9n

impulses, 61, 63
imputation, 78, 80
incentive [Triebfeder] 60, 66

as subjective determining ground of
will of finite rational being, 60;
moral law as incentive, 60ff., 70,
104, 126ff.; cooperating incentives,
60, 125

inclination, 60, 61ff., 67, 71, 95–6, 115n, 117
natural law of following, 30; burdensome

to rational beings, 95–6
instinct, 52
intelligible world, 37–8, 39, 42–3, 71, 77,

107, 110
moral (free) agent member of

intelligible world, 37–8, 42–3, 55,
56, 71–2, 83, 85; contains conditions
of sensible world, 84–5;
transcendent for theoretical,
immanent for practical purposes, 85

cosmological idea of, 107
see also supersensible, world of the

understanding
interest, 66, 74, 115

as incentive represented by reason, 66;
moral interest as capacity to take
direct interest in morality, 66, 127,
receptivity to, 122; of reason, 97–8;
all interest ultimately practical, 98

intuition
form of, 11n, 55, 82
intellectual, 28, 39, 81, 99
sensible, 28, 38, 39, 46, 55, 57, 73, 108
supersensible intuitions, 39, 59, 109

judgment
practical, 57ff.; rationalism of, 59;

developing faculty of, 123ff., 128
justice, 52

divine, 99
Juvenal, 126

kingdom
of God: 59, 105, 110,
harmony of morality and nature in, 103
of morals (possible through freedom): 68

laws of freedom, 55, 57.
natural law as type of, 59

laws, practical, 17–19, 23–4, 25–6, 30, 37,
53, 57

determine will as will independently of
contingent conditions, 18; given
only by categorical imperatives, 19;
determine the will through
form not matter, 24–5; freedom
and practical law reciprocally imply
each other, 26–7, cf. 76

see also form of law
laws, natural, 17, 24, 58

as type of laws of freedom, 59
legality vs. morality (of action), 60, 67,

96, 121
Leibniz, 79, 127
letter vs. spirit of the law, 60, 60n,

68, 121
legislation, universal, 25

internal and external, 25; possibility of
universal legislation as problematic
but commanded, 28

life, defined: 7n
love, 64, 106

of human beings, 68; of order, 68; of
neighbor, 68–9; practical vs.
pathological, 69ff.; vs. respect, 106

Mandeville, 36
mathematics, 7n, 10–1, 45, 75, 76,

111n, 130
postulates of, 9n, 28
as synthetic a priori, 45

matter of practical principles (or choice),
19–20, 23, 24, 26, 30, 62

every volition has object or matter, 31;
objective material ground of
choice (moral law under concept
of good), 63

maxims, 17–18, 19, 24, 56, 66
as subjective practical principles, 17;

examples of, 17, 25, 38, 58

Index
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means and ends, 50, 53
mechanism of nature, 5n, 27, 42, 71,

79ff., 84
merit, 64, 65, 70, 123–4, 126–7
metaphysics, 45, 83, 111
method, doctrine of for practical reason,

121–130; aims of, 121
modality, in Table of Categories of

Freedom, 56
Mohammed, 98
Montaigne, 36
moral disposition, 59, 69, 73, 80, 92, 93,

94, 99–100, 101, 103, 118,
121–2, 128

moral education, 70, 123ff.
moral feeling, 35–36, 54, 62, 74

as moral interest, 66; respect as moral
feeling, 62ff.

moral law, 28–29
discloses reality of freedom, 3–4, 26–7,

ratio cognoscendi of freedom, 4n;
consciousness of, 26–7, 28, 63, 66,
98, 127 (see also fact of reason);
expresses autonomy of pure
practical reason, 30; positively
determines intelligible world, gives
sensible world form of
supersensible nature, 38.; cf. 43, 80,
85; not provable by deduction,
needs no justifying grounds, 41;
that it serves as deduction of
freedom is credential [Kreditiv],
41; type of, 58 (see also Typic of
Pure Practical Judgment); as
determining ground of will
(incentive), 60–4, 127; as object of
respect, 61ff.

moral predispositions, 130
moral sense, 35
moralists, critical, 6; theological, 36
morality, principle of

not new, 7n; conflict with principle
of happiness, 31ff., as practical
not logical, 32; distinction
between morality and
happiness does not imply
opposition, 76; formal principle of
pure practical reason basis of, 30,
36–7; material principles of,
35–7, 54 (see also heteronomy);
justification of moral principles,
75 (see also deduction of the moral
law)

mysticism, 98
of practical reason, 59

nature, 38, 57ff.
as existence of things under laws, 38;

sensible vs. supersensible nature,
38ff.; intelligible author of, 93 (see
also God as moral author of nature)

necessity
moral necessity, 29, 67–8
objective vs. subjective necessity

(custom) in judgments, 9–10, 44–5ff.
objective vs. subjective necessity of

practical principles, 18, 23–24
subjective necessity of interest in

happiness, 23
subjective necessity of postulates of

practical reason, 4, 9n, 101, 116–7
need 23, 91, 127; in finite rational beings,

23, 52
need of reason, see reason, need of
noumena, 5, 37, 43, 46ff., 75, 79, 83 93

object of practical reason, 49ff., 88–9, 99
and determining grounds of will, 51,

53–5, 62; highest good as object not
determining ground of will, 88–9,
104

see also the good
obligation, 29, 67, 127; ground of vs.

actual, 127
omission, category of, 56
ought and can, 27, 127

pain, 50, 51ff.
paralogisms of speculative reason, 107
perfection

(material) moral principle of, 36, 54
moral perfection, 9n, 69, 99ff.,
unending progress towards as ideal for

finite rational beings, 99-100, 100n,
103n, 103; cf. 70

theoretical vs. practical senses of, 36
transcendental vs. metaphysical senses

of, 36
permitted, category of, defined: 9n, 56
personality, 71–2, 129

category of, 56
as independence from mechanism of

nature, subjection to moral laws, 72
persons, 61, 64; see also humanity
philosophy

critical, 4–5, 8n; dogmatic, 8n; as
doctrine of wisdom, 88, 130; and
science, 88, 111n, 130

Plato, 103n, 113
pleasure, 19, 23–24, 61, 66–7, 94–95;

defined: 7–8n
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feelings of pleasure as determining
ground of choice, 20–2, 49–50, 53;
based on receptivity of subject, 20,
49–50, 53; what is pleasurable
known only empirically, 19–20, 23,
49ff.; pleasure from objects
of senses and understanding
of one and the same kind,
20ff.

possibility
moral vs. physical possibility of objects

of volition, 49; cf. also 39–40, 55;
moral impossibility, 59

postulates of practical reason, 9n, 40, 77,
98–9, 106–7, 114–5

vs. mathematical postulates, 9n, of
geometry, 28; vs. hypotheses,
101–2, 114; defined as
indemonstrable theoretical
proposition connected to
unconditional practical law, 99, 106;
concern physical and metaphysical
conditions of necessary practical
end, 115; immortality of soul as,
98–100; existence of God as, 100–6;
extend cognition for practical
purposes without extending
theoretical cognition, 4–5, 100–105
(see also cognition, theoretical);
necessity of subjective though
unconditional, 9n, 101; cf. 4;
warranted by need of pure practical
reason, 114–5; content of rational
faith, 115–7

precepts, practical, 18, 23, 55, 56; precept of
advantage, 64; see also counsel

predicates, transcendental and ontological,
110–1

Priestly, 80
primacy, defined: 97; of practical reason in

relation to speculative reason, 97–8
principles, practical, defined: 17

subjective vs. objective, 17–19;
empirical practical principles
furnish no laws, 18; material
practical principles, defined: 19,
36–7; all material practical
principles fall under principle of
self-love or happiness, 19–20;
formal, 20, 29, 30–1, 37, 54 (see also
form of law, practical law)

principle of contradiction, 45
prudence, 32ff., 73, 90, 102, 103n
psychology, 7n
punishment, 34, 52, 81

purposiveness of nature [Zweckmäßigkeit],
112, 116, 127

quality, in Table of Categories
of Freedom, 56

quantity, in Table of Categories of
Freedom, 56

rational belief [Vernunftglaube], 102,
115–7

pure practical rational belief, 115, 117;
not command but voluntary
judgment based in moral
disposition, 117 (cf. 101–2)

rational beings, finite, 23, 29–30, 30–1, 63,
66, 68, 69, 99

incentive, interest andmaxim applicable
only to, 66, cf. 60

rationalism, 10
reality

objective: of categories of
understanding, 5ff., 46, 48; of
moral law, 41; cf. 93; of pure will
(= pure practical reason), 47; of
highest good, 107; given to ideas
of speculative reason, 3–4, 106,
108–11, but not by theoretical
path, 108

practical: 5, 39, 42, 48, 108–11; cf.
47–8; objective though
practical reality of freedom, 41–3;
cf. 85–6, 98

reason
common human reason (or

understanding): 25, 32, 58, 72, 75–6,
103n, 107, 124, 130; cf. 38–9, 85

discipline of: 68
need of reason: 4, 41, 74, 101, 114ff.,

114n; for systematic unity in
cognition, 74; need of pure practical
reason: subjective necessity based in
duty of assuming conditions of
possibility of the highest good, 4,
101, 114ff., 115n; need of practical
(warrants postulates) and
theoretical (leads to hypotheses)
reason contrasted, 114; vs.
needs of inclination, 114n,
115

reason, unity of: 73ff., 74, 98; cf. 6, 86;
one and the same reason from
theoretical and practical
perspective, 98

reason, practical, 3, 12, 27, 39–40, 55,
73–4, 97
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reason, practical – continued
concerned with determining
grounds of the will, 12; as capacity
to make objects real, 39–40, 73

empirically conditioned use of, 12;
object of as effect possible through
freedom, 49 (see also the good);
unity of consciousness of, 55;
primacy over speculative reason, 97ff.

pure practical reason: 3, 12, 17, 22,
26–7, 28–9, 37, 39–40, 47, 49, 73–5,
85, 98; needs no critique, 3, 12;
system of, 6; and practical laws,
17–18, 20ff.; fundamental law of,
28, law analytic if freedom assumed,
28; autonomy of, 30; shown through
fact of reason, 37; as lawgiving, 22,
30, 63, 71, 75

reason, speculative or theoretical, 3–6, 12,
27, 37, 39, 40, 42ff., 45ff., 57, 66,
73–4, 83ff., 97, 101–2, 106–7, 109ff.

system of speculative reason, 3, 6; God,
freedom and immortality as ideas of,
see ideas of speculative reason; limits
of, 4–5, 38; transcendent vs.
immanent use of, 42, 85

receptivity of a subject to pleasure, 19, 20, 49
relation, in Table of Categories of Freedom,

56
repentance, 80ff.
religion, 99–100, 103ff.; as recognition of

duties as divine commands, 104
respect for the moral law, 60–73, 74, 95,

103, 118, 129
as feeling produced by consciousness of

moral law, 61–64, 65–6; as
immediate determination of will by
the moral law, 95; cf. 65; negative
vs. positive aspects to, 62–3, 65–6,
67; directed to persons or moral law
not things, 64; as sole moral
incentive, 65, 68, 70; as free
submission of will to moral law, 66–7

reward, 34
rights vs. needs, 127
rules, practical, 18; see also principles

practical

sage of the Stoics, 102
satisfaction with oneself [Selbstzufriedenheit]

35; see also contentment
satisfaction with oneself [Wohlgefallen an

sich selbst] as self-conceit, 61
schema of the understanding, 57ff.
self-approbation, 67

self-conceit, 61–2, 63, 64, 65, 68, 70, 88
defined: 61, 62; struck down by moral

law, 61–2, 64, 72
self-esteem, propensity to, 61, 65
self-love, 19–20, 31, 33, 59, 61–2, 63,

70, 127
principle of, 19–20, 24, 34 (see also

principle of happiness); as
propensity to make subjective
grounds of choice into objective
grounds of the will, 62; restricted
by moral law, 61–2, as rational
self-love, 61

self-regard, 61
self-sufficiency, 23, 96

self-sufficient intelligence, 29
sensible nature of human beings, 38, 52, 62,

67–8, 69, 73
as existence under empirically

conditioned laws, 38
sensible world, 37, 41, 57, 71, 77

as type of intelligible world, 59
skepticism, 3, 10–1, 45ff.

universal empiricism as skepticism,
10–1, 45,

simplicity, 103n
Spinozism, 83
spontaneity, 42

of subject as thing-in-itself, 80
Stoicism, 9n, 36, 71, 93–4, 103n

on the highest good, 90–1, 102;
conception of virtue, 103n

the Stoic, 51
subject, thinking, 5–6

given in intuition as mere appearance, 5;
ultimate subject of
self-consciousness, 107

supersensible, 5, 38, 39, 47, 48, 59, 113, 118
supersensible nature of human beings

as existence under moral laws, 38;
cf. 72; supersensible nature as
order possible through freedom,
39–40

see also intelligible world, world of the
understanding

superstition, 109, 130
syllogism, 74
symbol, 59
sympathy, 31, 68, 70, 96, 124
syncretistic age, 22; syncretistic system, 80
synthesis, 84
synthetic propositions, 39, 108–9, 112

a priori practical, 28
systematic unity (of rational cognition),

74
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theology, 82, 113; natural theologians, 111;
rational theology, 113

theosophists, 98, 99
things (vs. persons), 64
things in themselves, 5, 45ff., 77ff.; see also

appearances, noumenon; free
agent as thing-in-itself, 42, 79-81,
93; see also intelligible world

time
determinability of things in time, 77–8,

79; if a property of things-in-
themselves freedom impossible,
77–8; ideality of, 81–3

Typic of pure practical judgment, 57–60
law of nature as type of law of freedom,

59ff.
transcendent, 59, 103n; vs. immanent, 42,

85, 109
moral ideas not transcendent, 103n

unconditioned
in the causal series, 3, 27, 42ff.; in

synthesis of appearances, 84–5, 87;
highest good as unconditioned
object of pure practical reason,
88–9.

understanding, 20, 47, 54–5, 58, 73, 109ff.
pure understanding, 27; human

understanding as discursive, 110;
common human, see reason,
common human

see also categories of the understanding
universal law, willing maxims as, 17, 25,

38–9, 58–9
see also practical laws, form of law

unity, analytic vs. synthetic, 90ff.
of reason, see reason, unity of; of

consciousness, see consciousness
useful, 50

validity, objective
of judgments, 10; of practical principles,

18, 30–1
Vaucason, 82
virtue, 9n, 70, 103

as moral disposition in conflict, 70; as
ideal goal of human striving, 70; as
disposition to conform to morality
from respect, 103; as condition of
goodness of happiness, 89ff.;
component of highest good, 89ff.,
98ff., 100; pure virtue, 121ff.,

motivating force of examples of,
121, 122, 124–5, 126–8

vocation [Bestimmung], higher of human
beings, 71–3, 99, 129

Voltaire, 65

well-being [das Wohl], defined: 51ff.
will, 12, 29, 74

as faculty of producing objects
corresponding to representations of
those objects, 12; as ability to
determine causality by
representation of rules, 29, 47, 51; as
faculty of ends, 50; every volition
has an object, 31; will never
determined directly by its object,
51; absolutely good will, 53; divine
will, 60, 66, 72; holy will as practical
ideal, 29–30, 68, 98–100; pure will,
27, 28, 29, 30–1, 47–8, 62 (cf.
18–19), identified with pure
practical reason, 47, 55, 89; form of
a pure will, 55

will, free, 26ff., 28, 39, 61, 106
will determinable by form of law is free, 26;

as independent of determination by
empirical conditions, 26; pure will
as free, 30; fact of reason identical
with consciousness of free will, 37
see freedom

will of God
as (material) moral principle, 36, 54

wisdom, 9n
doctrine of, 88, 103n, 130; sage of the

Stoics, 103n; theoretical vs.
practical, 105; and science, 114, 130

Wizenmann, 115
Wolff, 36
world of the understanding [Verstandeswelt]

38ff., 43, 115
see also supersensible; intelligible world

worth, 51, 60, 61, 70, 128
of humanity, 60, 71, 129
of person vs. of one’s condition, 51, 72
moral worth: of actions, 60, 67, 76, 94,

118, 127, of moral disposition, 103,
of one’s person, 118, 125, of
maxims, 121; destroyed when fear
and hope are incentives, 104, 118;
natural interest in discussing, 122ff.

worthiness to be happy, 90, 104, 116, 118
morality as doctrine of, 104–5
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